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THE WORLD IN WHICH YOU WANT TO LIVE

DONOR IMPACT REPORT 2020 | 2021
VISION, MISSION & VALUES

VISION STATEMENT
The University of Regina seeks to reflect the world in which we want to live—a world that values empowered citizens, generates high-impact scholarship, and embraces Canada’s diversity.

MISSION STATEMENT
The University of Regina’s vocation is to explore unanswered questions. We provide high-quality and accessible education, influential research, creative endeavours, and meaningful scholarly experiences in pursuit of local and global contributions to knowledge. Investigation of and reflection upon varied intellectual pursuits is fundamental and we engage our students in these pursuits, seeking to instill in them a lifelong quest for knowledge and understanding.

VALUES
Mutual Respect, Integrity, and Honesty
Our treatment of each other is principled, open, transparent, and respectful.

Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
We are committed to creating and promoting equitable systems that foster diversity and inclusion for students, faculty, and staff. Through our adoption of a mainstreaming approach to equity, diversity, and inclusion (EDI), all people—including women, Indigenous peoples, persons with disabilities, visible minority groups, and members of LGBTQ2S+ communities—are integral members of our community.

Indigenous Ways of Knowing and Being
We are committed to Truth and Reconciliation. We aspire to walk together in a good way and strengthen our relationships which are based on mutual respect and accountability. Ongoing and emerging activities will be accountable to future generations.

Community and Social Responsibility
We employ our expertise to serve each other, the environment, and society. We nurture our reciprocal relationships with our communities by being committed to vibrancy, inclusivity, and demonstrating social, environmental, and economic responsibility.

FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear friends of the University of Regina,

As I begin my tenure as the University of Regina’s eighth President and Vice-Chancellor, I am pleased to share with you our 2020-2021 Donor Impact Report, which comes at a momentous time in our growth and development. During a year that has brought us extraordinary challenges and uncertainty, you showed us humanity and cultivated hope, which helped carry our students, and institution, through the storm.

The central theme of this year’s report is Shaping the World in Which You Want to Live, as it aptly reflects the real difference you make through your philanthropy. This report proudly highlights the total donations raised over the last fiscal year, how many students have received donor-funded financial assistance, and other important figures that quantify your generosity.

The ultimate aim of this report, however, is also to qualify the tangible impact your generosity has on enriching the student experience; helping us deliver on our commitment to foster equity, diversity, and inclusion; financing facility upgrades; and supporting our mission to provide high-quality and accessible education, innovation, research, and creative endeavours.

In addition, you will see how your support fortifies the areas of focus outlined in our bold and uplifting 2020-2025 Strategic Plan: kîhkîyar kwîhkîmâkîhômâkînawâk (Cree for “all our relations”): Discovery, Truth and Reconciliation, Well-being and Belonging, Environment and Climate Change, and Impact and Identity. This Report underpins the delivery of our Strategic Plan, in that it demonstrates how the transformative power of our alumni and donor community, of which you are an invaluable member, has helped define who we are, where we have been, and indeed, where we are going.

In other words, our donors have helped build our past, and brighten our future, as we look ahead with renewed optimism toward a safe return to more in-person classes and on-campus activities.

I invite you to take a few moments to read the stories told in the pages that follow, which shed light on not only why our donors are, but why they give and what mark they leave on our world—a world that is truly better because of them.

On behalf of our entire University community, thank you for your investment, interest, and confidence.

Sincerely,

Jeff Keshen
President and Vice-Chancellor
When economist Max Schmeiser BA (Hons) ’03 graduated from the University of Regina, he was set up for future success. Now that he has realized that success, he is making an impact on the next generation of economics students.

Schmeiser donated $37,500 to create the Schmeiser Family Honours Economics Scholarship, an annual undergraduate scholarship in the Department of Economics at the U of R. The donation will provide $7,500 every year for five years to help cover tuition for one full-time student pursuing an undergraduate Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in Honours Economics.

“I specifically wanted to encourage students who were doing well in economics to continue to pursue their studies and do the honours program so they could get the most out of the education the department offers,” Schmeiser said. “I was hoping to encourage them to pursue studies in economics and for those who are pursuing it to go the extra mile and pursue the honours program and deepen their understanding of economics.”

The impact of the scholarship has already been felt by its first recipient Samuel Rayner.

“I have greatly enjoyed my time at the University of Regina and the Economics department,” Rayner said. “In the future, I intend to pursue graduate work in developmental economics so that one day I could work in developing economies and hopefully help promote the economic well-being of individuals across the world. Having this support will allow me to pursue that dream.”

Schmeiser has also made a $30,000 gift to the Digital Traces of Conflict Project. The funding will support the purchase of a supercomputer, which will be used to create the world’s first comprehensive and authoritative database of conflict-related social media videos and photographs. This project will lead to the establishment of a global hub that will promote, facilitate, and drive the breakthroughs in interdisciplinary analytics necessary to advance research, which will position Canada and the U of R as a global leader in machine learning, computer vision and conflict analysis.

“This gets students involved in machine learning, computer vision, using the latest technologies and applying them to practical problems, so I thought the educational opportunity for students here would be very valuable,” he said.

After 30 years of operations, the Leader-Post Foundation dissolved earlier this year, but donated its remaining assets, totaling $400,000, to establish a new teaching chair at the University of Regina School of Journalism.

The impact of the scholarship has a legacy of educational and humanitarian undertakings, having provided over $500,000 worth of scholarships and bursaries to post-secondary education students, while also donating to the Hospitals of Regina Foundation and providing support to Regina women’s shelters since its creation in 1986.

“The passion that my predecessor Mark Taylor as well as the Foundation Board Members have for student success in journalism is evident,” said Gennadiy Chernov, who was named Department Head of the University of Regina School of Journalism following the finalization of the donation.

“The board chose to donate this money for one fundamental reason and that is to support to the largest extent possible, the development, through the U of R Journalism School, of trained journalists in print and electronic media,” said Bill Johnson, a Regina lawyer and founding member of the board.

“Now more than ever, it’s fundamentally important to our democratic institutions and the function of our democracy to graduate journalists who are experts in presenting impartial news,” Johnson added.

The hope is by supporting the Journalism School, with the Chair, we are in some way contributing to the ongoing success of the school while also allowing the school to continue to meet its objectives.

The responsibilities of the Chair will include developing and delivering new courses while teaching essential skills for students to become successful journalists and updating and enhancing the school’s program delivery. As part of the Chair eligibility criteria, the candidate will need to be working in the field of journalism.

“We’re very much looking forward to seeing how the insight and experience of an actual working journalist can help inspire our students and ensure they are successful in an industry that has no shortage of challenges,” Chernov said.

“The hope is by supporting the Journalism School, with the Chair, we are in some way contributing to the ongoing success of the school while also allowing the school to continue to meet its objectives.” said Janice Dockham, a long-time board member and former editor-in-chief of the Leader-Post. “If this can help the School of Journalism sustain a portion of its program every year and continue to produce good solid well-rounded journalists, then we will have met our objective.”

The hope is by supporting the Journalism School, with the Chair, we are in some way contributing to the ongoing success of the school while also allowing the school to continue to meet its objectives.

– JANICE DOCKHAM, BOARD MEMBER, LEADER-POST FOUNDATION

The project will lead to the establishment of a global hub that will promote, facilitate, and drive the breakthroughs in interdisciplinary analytics necessary to advance research, which will position Canada and the U of R as a global leader in machine learning, computer vision and conflict analysis.
Breaking Down Barriers

To honour the spirit of Indigenization, and work towards reaching authentic truth and reconciliation, donors are engaging in philanthropy as a way of taking action.

Standing firmly among them are former Regina businessman Dr. Kenneth Levene and Saskatchewan-born philanthropists Drs. Jill and Gordon Rawlinson C.M., S.O.M.

Dr. Kenneth Levene, whose donation in 2005 saw the Kenneth Levene Graduate School of Business named after the philanthropist, has continued to support the advancement of the Faculty, including a $100,000 donation to the School with the vision to support Indigenous students.

Thus, the Levene Indigenous Pathways Program was born.

To steer this innovative program, a working group was formed, which included Nadine Milne, Lecturer with Hill and Levene Schools of Business. Milne is also the Program Lead, Indigenization for the Schools and a graduate of the Master of Human Resource Management Program through Levene.

Travelling from one’s community to receive an education can pose considerable challenges. Therefore, funding from Levene’s gift was used to create a state-of-the-art streaming studio, providing an opportunity for Indigenous, and non-Indigenous, students to attend virtual, live-streamed classes from any location.

Contrary to a misconception that all tuition for Indigenous students is offset, the reality is that Band funding is limited, and only short term. In response to this issue, a portion of Kenneth Levene’s generous funding has been used to create the Levene Indigenous Pathways Graduate School of Business Award, which will support multiple Indigenous students over several semesters and help fill the unmet financial need gap.

“The more people that understand the history and culture of [Indigenous people] and their importance in our history, present, and future, the better we can break down inclusion barriers and advance reconciliation,” said Milne.

“Why part of the Levene Indigenous Pathways Program is now a requirement for all Levene students to complete 4 Seasons of Reconciliation, a multi-media training program that promotes a renewed relationship between Indigenous Peoples and Canadians.”

“I think it’s important that everyone has the opportunity to receive a high-quality education,” said Levene. “The intention of the donation was to help pave the path for Indigenous students toward the completion of their program, and a successful career.”

“The more people that understand the history and culture of [Indigenous people] and their importance in our history, present, and future, the better we can break down inclusion barriers and advance reconciliation.”

— NADINE MILNE PROGRAM LEAD, INDIGENIZATION, HILL & LEVENE SCHOOLS OF BUSINESS

Sharing their passion for empowering Indigenous students are Drs. Jill and Gordon Rawlinson C.M., S.O.M., who donated $100,000 to establish the Rawlinson Executive in Residence in Indigenous Entrepreneurship, also located in the Hill and Levene Schools of Business but with a reach across campus and federated colleges.

The programming is intended to inspire and support Indigenous students in becoming entrepreneurs.

First Nations University of Canada student and fitness centre owner Jake Sinclair is one of many students who benefitted from this initiative, and credits Métis business leader and Rawlinson Executive in Residence Bradyn Parisian BBA ’08, MBA ’12 for helping him navigate the COVID-19 pandemic.

“Bradyn was able to introduce us to people in his corner who were able to use their knowledge of technology to help us out. He got us into an area where we could be strong,” said Sinclair.

“We are very grateful for the generosity of Drs. Levene and Rawlinson. We all have a responsibility to take meaningful action in response to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action,” expressed Dean Gina Grandy.

“We have a long way to go but we are listening and learning how best to fulfill our commitment, and these initiatives are important steps forward.”
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Thank You

Our Family of Legacy Giving Donors

Every effort has been made to ensure the completeness and accuracy of the donor listing. Errors may occur. If you wish to report an error, please contact Pablo de Lucas at Pablo.de.lucas@uregina.ca or 306-585-5307.

Ann Arbor

A
Albert A. Andersen, Marion Scribner Anderson* & In Suk Kin

B
Lloyd* & Dina Barber
Elizabeth Bigrigey
Norman & Joan* Beirnes

C
Martin Callaghan
Lori M. Cameron
Dr. Gail Chiu
Terry G. Coleman
Valene Cowether

D
John A. Davies
Joe* & Marg Dufour

E
Bob & Barbara Elard
Gale* & Marian Glenn
Ursula Goldenbaum & Steven Cechlowski*

F
The Goldman Family
Gloria & Don Gray

G
David * & Family

H
Don Hall & Andrea Wagner
Margaret Hammond
Joe Harrington
Katherine Heinrich & Brian Absapch
Grant* & Elizabeth Holden
Cil Hopp
Dr. Gart Huber
Gladys Huget

J
M. Sharon Jeannette
Dave Johnstone
Jeffrey & Mary Anne Jones

K
John E. Kearsey
Nabi & Sakaia Khandaker
Soraya Klein
Linda Kopp

L
Professor Roger Lee
Mike Lemon
Kenneth Levene
Lise Lundlie

M
Morris MacDonald
Marion & Wilson MacLean*
Margaret Mason
Dr. Harvey G. Masure
Richard & Bernadette McIntyre
Dr. Dena McMartin
Don & Norma Miland

N
Dr. Emie & Karen Nichols
Scott Nicholson

P
Chris Posterfield
Edwin Perry
Laura Pettigrew
Sheila Petty & I. R. Vaughn Borden

R
Maria Reardon
David Ryson

S
Dr. Lawrence (Larry) Saxton
Nova Schindel
Rose E. Schmalz
Dale & Janet Scholte
Dr. Diane Secoy Smith
Maggie Suggins & Gerald Springer
F. C. Slater-Smith
Christopher & Raycine Spence
Dr. Shelley Sweeney

T
Don Taylor, Cathryn Klassen & Family

U
Dr. Douglaston & Patricia Vandenberghe

V
Dr. Kathleen Wall
Merv & Cathy Warner
Dr. Donald Wells
Dorendy M. Wenzel
Patrick Wickenhauser

W
Dr. Kathleen Wall

Y
Gerald Youzwa
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TO OUR DONORS

Monthly Donors

For the fiscal year May 1, 2020 - April 30, 2021

A
Bruce & Lucie Anderson
Kevin Anderson
Shirley Andrist
Kay Andrus

B
Astrid Baeccker
Greg Bamford & Christie Fessler
Dr. Holly Bardutz & Dr. Patrick Bardutz
Michel Baril
Jill Bertagnolli
David Bloom
Thom Bivin
Anne & Mark Brigham
Marc Butkofer & Kelsay Reimer
Barbara Byers

C
Daniel Carr
Jerome Cranston

D
Dr. Tanya Dahms
James D’Arcy
Marlon De Souza
David deMontigny & Cindy deMontigny
Keith Denford
Monica Deters
Luanne Drake

E
Henri Eger & Stephen Eger
Shannon England
Jennifer Erbach

F
Douglas Fareseck & Katherine Bergman
Jill Forrester
Dr. Frank Fowler
Martin Frankland

G
Angela General

H
Don Henry
Ron Hopkinson
Kim Howland & Marcia Clark
Robert Huber
S. Humphries & G. Lawrence
Dr. Esam Hussein

J
Ray Jacoby
Doug Johnson

K
Denise Ketcheson
Dr. Harvey King & Tracy Kultz
Dr. Stephen King
Pamela Klein & Stephen Powell
Joyce Knee
Ray Koneczni

L
Dianne & Peter Landry
Brian Lawco
Alan & Donela Law
Dr. June E. LeDrew & W. Roy LeDrew
Erim S. LeDrew-Epema & Jacob H.Epema LeDrew
Reta Love
Erim Luc

M
Yvonne & Stuart* Mann
Samara B. McCarthy
Blair McClinton
Garth McHarg
Emily McNair
Darla McWilliams
Lise Milne
L. Mitchell
K.J. Moffit
Dylan Morris
Amy Munn

N
Kathleen Nolan

O
Enynmah Okere
Brenda Oliver
Pierre Philippe Ouimet

P
Elita, Ward & Ella Paterson
Pat Patton
Wes D. Pearce & Brett A. Wayluck
Hedie Pearson
Miranda Pearson
Bruce Peberdy
Eddy Pedersen
Sheila Petty & I. R. Vaughn Borden

R
Robyn Perlin

S
Kate Schrurwater
Megan Schmidt
Kesha Sharp
Peter Shortall
Drs. Marlene and George Smadu
Anne Smith
Christopher Somers
Renrick & Elaine Stutt

T
Sarah Tsachuk
Aydin Torkabadi
William Trowdahl
John Tzupa

V
Tricia van Hardeveld
Mark Vanderveel & Michelle Vanderveel
Maureen A. Voss

W
Cameron & Erin Werner
Pat Werner

Y
Sohlee Yoo

Z
Ron Zukowsky

* Deceased
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$1,000+ Donors

For the fiscal year May 1, 2020 - April 30, 2021

A

Kenneth Acton  
Alzheimer Society of Saskatchewan
Bruce & Lucie Anderson  
Shirley Andrist  
Ann and Roger Phillips Foundation
Lois Appleton  
Ray & Michele Arscott  
Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd.
Association Jeunesse Fransaskoise  
Association of Professional Engineers & Geoscientists of Saskatchewan (APEGS)

B

Isabel C. Bailey  
BMO Bank of Montreal
Lloyd* & Donna Barber  
Dr. Holly Bardutz & Dr. Patrick
Lloyd* & Duna Barber  
BMO Bank of Montreal  
Isabel C. Bailey  
Saskatchewan (APEGS)  
Engineers & Geoscientists of
Association Jeunesse Fransaskoise  
Associated Engineering (Sask.) Ltd.
Ray & Michele Arscott  
Lois Appleton  
Shirley Andrist  
Alzheimer Society of Saskatchewan
Kenneth Acton  
Alzheimer Society of Saskatchewan

C

GAA Saskatchewan  
Calgary Bridge Foundation for Youths  
Martin Calaghan  
Lori M. Cameron  
Canadian Bureau for International Education  
The Canadian Club of Regina  
Canadian Media Guild  
Canadian Parents for French Saskatchewan Inc.  
Canadian Western Bank  
Capital GMC Buick Cadillac  
Capture
Dr. Margaret Catley-Carlson  
Chartered Professional Accountants
Chartered Professionals in Human Resources Saskatchewan  
Dr. Thomas Chase  
City of Regina  
Nils Classton  
Community Foundation of Swan Valley Inc.
Connex Credit Union  
Cooperatives Life Insurance Company
Costco Wholesale Canada Ltd  
Cougars Hockey Alumni Inc.  
Cougars Men's Hockey Alumni
Sanos Coutawisoo*  
Jerome Cranton  
Creighton School Student Scholarship Foundation Inc
Crestview Chrysler Dodge
Crowns Investments Corporation  
CUPE 2419

D

Dr. Tanya Dahms  
James D'Arcy  
John A. Davies  
Stephen Davis  
Degelman Developments Inc  
Deloitte LLP  
David delMontigny & Cindy delMontigny
DirectWest  
Todd Dixon
Morris* & Isabel Dolman  
Elizabeth Domon  
Cara Driscoll & Jack* Sures

E

E.H. Price  
Don & Joan Stanley Fund at
Edmonton Community Foundation
Troy Edwards & Joey Hoeing
Enactus Canada
Enbridge Inc.
Sue & Eric Exner

F

FairLife Financial  
Douglas Famreil & Katherine Bergman  
Farm Credit Canada  
Kevin Fenwick  
Feir Marc Equipment Ltd.
Finning Canada  
Fisher Scientific Company Ltd

G

Gaia Power and Sarmit Sharma  
Gloria Geller and Carolyn Lehmann  
Gene’s Ltd.  
Global Regina  
Great Plains College  
Elis Gregorio  
david Gregory

H

Bonnie & Joy Haladan  
Hamilton Bros., Janitorial
Hammond Margaret  
HBI Office Plus Inc.
Henry Larry* & Patricia Hesterman
Hill Business Management Services Inc.
Hill Business Students’ Society
Hillberg & Berk Foundation
Hindu Sama of Southern Saskatchewan Inc.
Elizabeth Hofert  
Homo Leasing Ltd.
Dr. GARTH HUBER  
Hudson Bay Mining & Smelting Co. Ltd.
S. Humphries & G. Lawrence
Dr. ESAM HUSSEIN

I

IG Wealth Management  
IKS Media  
Indigenous Education, Inc.
Information Services Corporation  
Ingrid Bergmann and Associates Incorporated
Innovation Place  
International Minerals Innovation Institute (IMI)
International Scholarship and Tuition Services Inc.

J

Jackman Foundation 1964  
Gerald G. Taggart and Justice
Georgina R. Jackson
Neil Jacoby & Karen Brown  
Robert Jamont
Jaymon Hill C.A. Prof Corp  
John Deere Foundation of Canada
Dr. M. Evelyn Janscev  
Ivan Jorgensen
JSGS Alumni Association

K

K+S Potash Canada  
Katie Boehm Memorial Scholarship
Kentucky Fried Chicken Canada Company  
Keswick Ridge Holdings Inc.
Sabina Khandaker  
Dr. Harvey King & Tracy Rhutz
Dr. Stephen King  
Kiwes Clubs of Regina
Hon. John Kebuc  
Pamela Klein & Stephen Powell
Marty & Charlene Kyle
William (Bill) Knight  
Knight Automotive Group  
Karen Kohm  
Drs. Don* & Claire Kramer
Krogan Family  
Kelly Kummerfeld

L

Mark Lang  
David C. Larson  
L'Association des collèges et universités de la francophone
Leader-Post  
Leader-Post Foundation
Leduc Charitable Foundation
Dr. June E. LaDrew & W. Rey Epena
Erin S. LaDrew Epena & Jacob H. Epena
LaDrew Leipert Financial Group
David Lemen and Sylvie L’Ecuyer
Mike Lennox  
Kenneth Levine  
Ms. Donna Cherry Lindskog
Leith Charity Canada Inc.
Lions Clubs of Brossiauain
Loblaws Companies Ltd
Wallace Lockhart

M

Andre Magnan  
Robert Maltman  
Manitoba Food & Commercial Workers Local No 832
Yvonne & Stuart* Mann  
Estate of Lorelee Manning  
Estate of Maron Y. Maclean
Jim & Alberta Meis Mason
Max Bell Foundation
Samira B. McCarthy  
McDougall Galway LLP
Rob McFaffrey
Dr. Dena McClimon
Harold & Tammy Remer  
Erica & Christopher* Riggs
James Ritenburg
Dr. Ben* & Elaine Robertson
Robertson Family  
Tom Robinson
Roche Diagnostics
Rotary Club of Moose Jaw Wakamow
RBC Foundation
Royal Canadian Legion Branch
Royal Canadian Mounted Police - Depot
Rob Denison

N

National Sport Trust Fund
Estate of G. J. Nordwall
Northern Neighbours Foundation Inc.
Nystrom Family Foundation Inc.

O

One Life Makes A Difference
Mary & Art Opsath
Ottawa Community Foundation
Kenneth Olmbret
Michele Oussoren

P

P3A  
Carlo Palazzo  
Pattison Outdoor Advertising
PCL Construction Management Inc.
Wes D. Pearce & Brett A. Wayluck
Lorna Pederson  
Edwin Perry
Phoenix Advertising Group Inc.
Joe Piwowar
Prince Albert Cornerstone Medical Clinic
Private Gaining Foundation
Don & Lorraine Promhouse

R

Rooska Radio (9K0.CJME, 299 FM)
Laura & Gary Redhead (Redhead Equipment Ltd.)
Regina & District Chamber of Commerce
Regina Engineering Society
Regina Engineering Students’ Society
Regina Geotechnical Group
Regina Hotel Association
Regina Police Service
Regina Public Schools
Regina Rams Coaching Staff
Marie Reid
Kelley Rensaroff
Harold & Tommy Remer  
Erica & Christopher* Riggs
James Ritenburg
Dr. Ben* & Elaine Robertson
Robertson Family  
Tom Robinson
Roche Diagnostics
Rotary Club of Moose Jaw Wakamow
RBC Foundation
Royal Canadian Legion Branch
Royal Canadian Mounted Police - Depot
Rob Denison

Receiving an award has impacted me in a tremendous way and will enable me to put a large payment towards my student loan. It brought me to tears and I am so grateful to receive this as recognition for my hard work over the past four years.

- Elena Vaquierano, BEd '21

*: Deceased
For the fiscal year May 1, 2020 - April 30, 2021

$1,000+ Donors CONTINUED

S
S & P Robotics Inc.
Sask Liquor and Gaming Authority
Sask Public Service Commission
SaskEnergy
SaskMilk
SaskPower
SaskTel
Saskatchewan Association of Broadcasters
Saskatchewan Drama Association
Saskatchewan German Council
Saskatchewan Parks and Recreation Association Inc.
Saskatchewan Community Initiatives Fund
Saskatchewan Roughrider Foundation
Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation
Saskatchewan Workers’ Compensation Board
Saskatoon Community Foundation
Saskatoon Open Door Society
Ingeborg E. Schlichtmann
Rose E. Schmalz
Maximilian Schmeiser
Scholarship America
Wendy Scopic
Dr. Diane Secoy Smith
David Seknow & Barb Seknow

Jeanne Shami
Shell Canada
L. Lee Sherlock
Dr. Morris C. Shumiatcher, O.C., S.O.M., O.C. and Dr. Jacqui Clay Shumiatcher, S.O.M.*
Estate of Jacqueline F. C. Clay Shumiatcher
Souris Glenwood Foundation Inc.
Stantec Consulting Ltd.
Heather G. Stanley
Agnes Stephanson Cooke*
Ronald Styles
Superannuated Teachers of Saskatchewan
Superannuated Teachers of Saskatchewan Regina Chapter
Systems for Research Corp.

T
David Taylor
Gaye Taylor
TO Bank Group
The Boissevain Morton Foundation
The Carillon Newspaper Inc.
The Killaney Foundation Inc.
The Lorne and Evelyn Johnson Foundation
The Mac’s Tournament
The Mosaic Company
The Redeemed Christian Church of God Mount Zion Parish, Regina

The South Saskatchewan Community Foundation Inc.
The Winnipeg Foundation
Thumb Switch for Life
G. Ronald Toews*
Drs. Lynn & Jim Tomkin
Tourism Saskatchewan
Dr. Valerie Triggs

U
Under Local #594
Under Local 1-5
Under Local Union 1403
Union Of B.C. Performers
University of Regina Alumni Association Inc.
University of Regina Cougar Women’s Hockey Alumni
University of Regina Faculty Association (UMFA)
University of Regina Graduate Students’ Association
University of Regina Rams
University of Regina Women’s Centre

V
Michael Scott Vandale
Dr. Douglas* and Patricia Vandenbergh
Vitra Inc.
Maureen A. Voiss

The John Spencer Middleton and Jack Spencer Gordon Middleton Scholarship will play a major role in reaching my academic objectives. I hope one day I will be able to help students achieve their goals just as you have helped me.

– YANG ZHANG, GRADUATE Student in Computer Science

Every effort has been made to ensure the completeness and accuracy of the donor listing. Errors may occur. If you wish to report an error, please contact Pablo de Lucas at Pablo.de.lucas@uregina.ca or 306-585-5307.
**Consecutive Year Donors**

**CONT.**

**10-19 YEARS**

- **U**
  - University of Regina Cougar
  - University of Regina Alumni
- **W**
  - Cameron & Erin Werner
  - Pat Werner
  - Gerald Wens
  - Dr. Kay C. Wiese
- **Z**
  - Ron Zukowsky

**ANONYMOUS: 24**

**20-24 YEARS**

- **B**
  - Anne & Mark Brigham
- **H**
  - Margaret Hammond
  - Inna, David & Robert Harrison
- **L**
  - Dr. June E. LeDrew & W. Rey Epema
  - Ern S. LeDrew Epema
  - Jacob H. Epema LeDrew
  - Allen H. Liu
- **M**
  - Robert J. MacDonald
  - Terence & Sheila McKague
  - K.J. Moffitt
- **P**
  - Mrs. Linda & Dr. Alexander Paul
  - Joanne (Wakabayashi) Pomalis
- **S**
  - SaskPower
  - Saskatchewan Teachers’ Federation
  - SGI
  - Dr. Morris C. Shumatcher, O.C., S.O.M., Q.C. and Dr. Jacqui Clay
  - Shumatcher, S.O.M.*
  - Joanne M. Skidmore
- **V**
  - Rachel C. Vogel
- **W**
  - Arthur & Marjorie Wakabayashi

**ANONYMOUS: 4**

**25-29 YEARS**

- **B**
  - Isabel C. Bailey
  - Marlene Betteker
- **C**
  - Conexus Credit Union
- **H**
  - Ron Hopkins
- **J**
  - John Deere Foundation of Canada
- **M**
  - Marion & Wilson* MacLean
  - Yvonne & Stuart* Mann
  - Don & Norma Millard
- **P**
  - Hedi Pearson
  - Eddy Pedersen
- **R**
  - Maria Reardon
- **S**
  - SaskTel
  - SaskEnergy
  - Rose E. Schmalz
- **U**
  - University of Regina Alumni
  - Association Inc.
- **W**
  - Dr. Gordon & Ardella* Wicijowski

**ANONYMOUS: 4**

**30+ YEARS**

- **A**
  - Kay Antrobus
  - Association of Professional Engineers & Geoscientists of Saskatchewan (APEGS)
- **B**
  - Stephanie Baker
  - Cliff Beall
  - Ingrid Bergmann and Associates Incorporated
- **C**
  - Maria Caldero Pascual
- **D**
  - Stacy DeRuiter
  - Matt Dyson
- **F**
  - Claudia Faustino
- **G**
  - Elia Gregorio
- **H**
  - Alison Horst
- **K**
  - Sandy Kawano
  - Bryan Kennedy
- **M**
  - Jeff Matheson
  - Joyce McBeth
  - Francesc Mesquita Joanes
  - Encarni Montoya
- **P**
  - Pat Patton
  - Wes D. Pearce & Brett A. Waytuck
  - Stephen Powers
- **R**
  - Daniel Ray
  - Lorne Requa
- **S**
  - Sask Chamber of Commerce
  - Dr. Alan Wight
- **U**
  - Dr. Alan Wight
- **W**
  - Dr. Gordon & Ardella* Wicijowski
  - Jordan T. Watson
  - Ursula Wohlfarth
  - Elaine Yeomans

**ANONYMOUS: 4**
A Steady Drip on a Rock

Together, our amazing donors are powerful shapers of a better world, and individually they each have a distinctive and personal story to tell. One example is Dr. June LeDrew, whose passion for children’s healthy active living is matched only by her commitment to giving back to the community.

The Faculty of Kinesiology and Health Studies professor knows how physical activity in the early years of a child’s life is critical to building a strong foundation of physical development and mental well-being throughout their lives. To promote this behaviour, LeDrew wrote and independently co-published with her husband Rey Epema two massively successful books entitled Children on the Move: An Active Living Alphabet and Girls on the Move: An Active Living Alphabet.

These books are a staple in elementary schools across Saskatchewan and other provinces, which teach children about physical literacy and the alphabet, while showing them how much fun it is to be active. Rather than receiving any royalties from book sales, LeDrew chose to donate them, a portion of which went towards the endowed Children on the Move Scholarship, which she, her husband, her daughter Erin LeDrew Epema (currently studying Biochemistry at the University of Regina), and her son Jacob Epema LeDrew established back in 2004.

“We wanted to create something self-sustaining, something that would live on for years and help students pursue their dreams – even after I’m gone,” said the professor and children’s fiction book author. “I even tell my students how endowed awards are a lasting way to make a difference for future generations.”

“It’s so heartwarming to know June created this scholarship with her family, which has been a critical source of support for so many Kinesiology and Education students in the past, and will continue to be well into the future,” said Faculty of Kinesiology and Health Studies Dean Dr. Harold Riemer. “It’s an essential way to not only help students focus more on their studies, and worry less about paying their tuition, but to also combine her interest and that of the student recipients, who will go on to become leaders in empowering active communities and encouraging children’s healthy, active lifestyles.”

“I’m honoured to be the 2021 recipient of the Children on the Move Scholarship,” said alum Mikaela Deguzman. “Since completing my Bachelor of Education degree in December, I’ve moved back home to Saskatoon where I started my teaching career. The scholarships I was granted minimized my financial burden by helping me pay off my student loans. For that, I’d like to express my gratitude to June LeDrew and her family for their generosity and support in the last bit of my educational journey at the University of Regina.”

For 25 of her 30 years as a faculty member, LeDrew has been a recurring donor who has given back to the University. The reason for this decision hinges on her long-held belief that the smallest acts of kindness can over time bring about big changes.

“The analogy I like to use is that of a drop on a rock, which may not seem like much,” LeDrew explained, “but if it’s a steady drip, then that rock will eventually split. That’s the impact of monthly giving.”

“We are a University community that proudly promotes a culture of philanthropy,” said Dr. Riemer. “Like all other faculty and staff members who make financial contributions to the University, June’s giving heart epitomizes that culture, and the end result is a brighter future for our students and an improved world for all of us.”

Donors to the U of R share in the University’s commitment to creating and promoting a more equitable system that fosters diversity and inclusion. This commitment to well-being and belonging was no more evident than in the $25,000 donated by Agnes Stephansoni-Cooke to endow the Black Teachers Matter Scholarship in 2020 – an award that will support a Black undergraduate student in pursuing a degree in the Faculty of Education in their final year.

“It’s a huge commitment by Agnes to trust us and our faculty and our university to carry forward this gift with her name,” said Dr. Jerome Cranston, Dean of the Faculty of Education at the University of Regina. “It brings me tremendous joy to know that there are people like Agnes out there. Her foresight and her willingness to have her name associated with this gift is huge.”

Dr. Cranston was quick to give credit to his Faculty of Education colleague Stephen Davis, who came up with the concept and name of the award.

“I felt that this was needed to recognize the important role of Black educators in Saskatchewan and celebrate the brilliant and gifted educators that we have at the University of Regina,” Davis said.

Both Dr. Cranston and Davis recognize the enormous impact that the award will have.

Even if it is just removing the barrier to paying for one course, that can be the difference between dropping out and continuing on in their education.

“Representation matters. We don’t only need Black teachers for Black students, we need Black teachers for white students,” Dr. Cranston said. “This award is going to support changing the teaching workforce and it’s going to do it in a way that even further identifies the U of R as a place where we are inclusive, and we are respectful.”

The UR Pride Centre for Sexuality and Gender Diversity’s mission is to create a foundation for a safer, healthier, and more vibrant community for sexuality and gender diverse people in the city of Regina and at the University of Regina.

The staff provides various supports and resources to LGBTQ2S+ community, who face enormous barriers both before and during their time at the U of R.

Executive Director, UR Pride, D. A. Dirks said that some of the people they help have been cut off from families and bullied in their elementary and high schools, and that they come to the University needing financial, emotional, and academic support.

To help with the financial barriers, the UR Pride Centre established the UR Pride Centre Bursary in 2018 – a $5,000 pledge payable over five years in five installments of $1,000 for an undergraduate student in any faculty at the University.

“These kinds of seemingly small bursaries or programs can really have a large impact on a student’s experience and on their ability to pursue their education,” Dirks said. “Even if it is just removing the barrier to paying for one course, that can be the difference between dropping out and continuing on in their education so that’s why these small bursaries can have a large impact on students.”
When Samit Sharma M. Eng ’98 first came to Regina from India in 1996 to study at the University of Regina, his introduction to cold weather, as he said, was more than off-set by the warm welcome he received from the people of Regina and the campus community. Sharma came to Canada, thanks in part to a scholarship for enrollment, as a graduate student in Industrial Systems.

“I have many fond memories of my time at the University of Regina, and most importantly I remember the generosity of the people who had welcomed me into the community and made my experience much more enjoyable especially coming from a warmer climate to a very cold climate where the avenues to call or reach back to India were few and far between,” Sharma said.

“That was a blessing in disguise because it forced me to make connections within the community and basically try to find a home.”

Sharma is set to repay that kindness with the establishment of a scholarship for engineering graduate student training.
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The completeness of Mary Filer’s personal archive was also a determining factor in the library’s decision to acquire the materials. "Given that the collection represents work from across her entire lifetime as an artist, from student to respected practitioner, it was inadvertently tailor-made for an established archive,” said University Librarian Brett Waytuck. “One weakness of our existing collection is that it predominantly reflects the white, male, cisgender gaze. The acquisition of Mary Filer’s work on paper allows us to start building strengths outside of that perspective, and to demonstrate the value of diversity in archival research collections.”

“I reflected on my experience to see what I learned in the process, how it was helpful to me and how I could show my gratitude and pay it forward – that was an underlying sentiment I have had for a long time,” Sharma said.
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Samit Sharma said the decision to give back to the University came after some reflection of how his life was impacted by the support of a scholarship — a career that includes his founding of Gaia Power Inc., a power development firm that develops renewable power projects, including some that are operating in Saskatchewan.

“I reflected on my experience to see what I learned in the process, how it was helpful to me and how I could show my gratitude and pay it forward – that was an underlying sentiment I have had for a long time,” Sharma said.

“The newly established scholarship will provide students the financial supports needed during their study and will better equip our students for employment in the exciting environmental and clean energy sectors,” he added. “Our students are grateful to Mr. Samit Sharma and our university teams for establishing this scholarship. I believe the Gaia Power’s Samit Sharma Scholarship at the University of Regina will make lasting and positive impacts on training future leaders in engineering and climate action.”
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### Students as of Fall 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergrad &amp; Grad Students</td>
<td>16,664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Students</td>
<td>2,942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-declared Indigenous Students</td>
<td>2,457</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Total Donations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Support</td>
<td>$4,123,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buildings &amp; Equipment</td>
<td>$1,712,310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Support</td>
<td>$1,476,354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research</td>
<td>$151,517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Support</td>
<td>$476,563</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Donors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People Who Have Made a Donation</td>
<td>1,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurring Gift Donors</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected Legacy Givers</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Donors</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Amount Distributed to Students through Awards, Scholarships & Bursaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Undergrads</td>
<td>$5,408,699.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduates</td>
<td>$455,896.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Number of Students Who Received an Award, Scholarship or Bursary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Undergrads</th>
<th>Grads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2,638</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thank You
FOR SHAPING THE WORLD IN WHICH YOU WANT TO LIVE